Large Claw Tripod Allows For Romantic
Couple Pictures During Valentine’s Day
February 12, 2018
Northport, WA business Record Peak Designs Inc has launched a Valentine's Day theme on their
site. They want to encourage people to capture great couple photos, worthy of being framed, during
Valentine's Day. They feel that their newly designed large Claw tripod is the perfect way to achieve
that.
"Valentine's Day is about spending time together and being romantic," says spokesperson for Record
Peak, Robert McClelland. "What many people find, however, is that it is difficult to capture those
romantic moments because, by definition, there are only two of them. A selfie is always an option, but
that limits the view screen quite significantly. Our large Claw tripod, which is so lightweight that it can
easily be taken along wherever you go, and that can attach to anything with its flexible legs, is the
perfect way to be able to finally take those romantic couple photos. We can't wait to see what our
clients will be able to come up with."
The large Claw tripod comes with a Bluetooth remote control, which ensures that couples can take
the perfect photo or video without having to run into position before the time runs out. The device
creates an instant tripod and, uniquely, can wrap around anything because it has flexible legs. It has
also been marked as an ideal Valentine's Day gift for 2018, and it is easy to see why.
Robert McClelland adds: "You can break the mold and give your significant other this tripod this
Valentine's Day. While we would never encourage people to not give roses and chocolate, adding this
tripod, particularly for someone who likes to take photographs, would be a great idea."
The Claw range of products also includes a Bluetooth remote and an iPhone screen protector.
Record Peak Designs Inc wants to offer products to the market that are of the highest possible quality
yet simple to operate. Mostly, they want these products to enhance people's ability to take enjoyment
out of life. They encourage people to RSS their website as they regularly announce the release of
new products or new models, as well as share information on how the products have been used.
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